SBFCA

- Hydraulic basin
- History of flooding
- Joint Powers Authority 2007
- 2010 Assessment District
- Vision: *Vibrant communities and rural areas protected from the consequences of catastrophic, riverine flooding*
- Rural (100) and Urban (200) flood protection goals
Feather River West Levee Project

- Largest of SBFCA initiatives
- 37 miles of levee repairs/improvements
- 200-year level of protection
- Four construction seasons: 2013-16
- $300 million total cost
- Cost shared: Local Assessment District, Bond 1e, other grants
- Parallel with Corps Civil Works Program
COMPLEXITIES OF "MULTI-BENEFIT" PROJECTS

• The good news...
  – OWA
  – Borrow
  – Right of Way
• Funding is narrowly prescribed
• Corps: regulator and implementer
• Cultural resources
  – FRWLP discoveries
  – State versus federal
  – Resolution?
• Fundamental construction issues
• OMRR&R